Quantitative Determination of Protein-Ligand Affinity by Size Exclusion Chromatography Directly Coupled to High-Resolution Native Mass Spectrometry.
High throughput protein-ligand interaction screening assays employing mass spectrometric detection are widely used in early stage drug discovery. Mass spectrometry-based screening approaches employ a target protein added to a pool of small-molecule compounds, and binding is assessed by measuring ligands denatured from the complexes. Direct analysis of protein-ligand interactions using native mass spectrometry has been demonstrated but is not widely used due to the detection limit on protein size, the requirement of volatile buffers, and the necessity for specialized instrumentation to preserve weak interactions under native conditions. Here we present a robust, quantitative, and automated online size-exclusion chromatography-native mass spectrometry (SEC-nMS) platform for measuring affinities of noncovalent protein-small-molecule interactions on an Orbitrap mass spectrometer. Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1, a catabolic enzyme, and inhibitory ligands were employed as a demonstration of the method. Efficient separation and elution enabled preservation of protein-ligand complexes and increased throughput. The high sensitivity and intra charge state resolution at high m/ z offered by the Exactive Plus EMR Orbitrap allowed for protein ligand affinity quantitation and resolved individual compounds close in mass. Vc50 values determined via collision-induced dissociation experiments enabled the evaluation of complex stability in the gas phase and were found to be independent of the extent of complex formation. For the first time, Vc50 determinations were achieved on an inline SEC-nMS platform. Systematic comparison of our method with optimized chip-based nanoelectrospray infusion served as a reference for ligand screening and affinity quantitation and further revealed the advantages of SEC-MS.